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TWINS TECHNOLOGY LLC

DISPATCHER: Software & Hardware Complex Solution for

continuous real-time monitoring of production equipment and

preparing various reports on its states and events. Dispatcher

aims to increase efficiency of industrial machined equipment by

gathering data on-duty, productive and downtime periods of

machine tools and working personnel, collecting and

calculating information on power consumption in various

working modes. Dispatcher also helps in distributing various

tasks to service specialists and auxiliary factory departments,

making repairs, maintenance and supplement logistics more

efficient..

• Original specialized IO terminals and registers to connect to

production machine tools and equipment for collecting their

statuses. These terminals and registers can link to CNC

devices or conventional of various make and working age.

• Newly developed software aids in overall monitoring and

control of different production tools load, helps to minimize

equipment downtime periods and to increase machine tools

effectiveness..

• Monitoring of CNC and universal machine tools, automated 

production work lines, heat-treatment machinery, welding 

and other industrial equipment..

• Collecting data on energy characteristics and power 

consumption..

• Integral subsystem for online dispatching tasks at various 

repairs, maintenance and other auxiliary service shops.

• Automated transfer of NC programs to machine tools via 

LAN 

• DISPATCHER has special features to adapt for customer 

production specifics and for federating with production 

control systems (ERP, MES, MRO, MDC, 1С).

“Dispatcher” works at large enterprises in Russia: FGUP

«CSCB-Progress», JSC “Reductor-PM" (holding Vertolety

Rossii), JSC «PF KMT» (Transmashholding), OCBM

“Africantov” (State Atomic Energy Corporation

"Rosatom"), CJSC “MRC", FGUP “Uralski

Electromechanical plant", FGUP «VNIIA.Duchov», JSC

«NPP Salute», JSC «CTRV», ЗАО «Nevski zavod», JSC

«Smolenski aviation plant» etc..
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TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES

IMPACT OF DISPATCHER ON INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE

Получаемые данные
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DISPATCHER - Complex solution for monitoring, analysis and 

preparing data for decision-making on enterprise level of 

production equipment control. 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Innovative features - Hardware Principle of work

Implementation of equipment monitoring system gives the possibility to drastically lower costs on

production control and achieve rapid decision-making. Economic benefits from implementation of the

Dispatcher are: reduced labor and financial costs due to minimized worktime losses, shortening

production cycle, raising equipment load, decreasing time to alignment and calibrating of machine

tools and other equipment etc.

Typical plant-use factor is 0.3-0.5 of worktime fund. Sample calculation of economic benefits brought

about by of the Dispatcher monitoring system shows: for a workshop with 10 machine tools increase

of plant-use factor from 0.4 to 0.54 gives financial benefit as large as 4,500,000 roubles annually.

This calculation does not account costs of electrical energy consumed as well as other common

expenditures of the enterprise.

Terminals and registers are connected, on one

hand, to machine magnetics of CNC tools and

various machinery and, on the other hand, to

enterprise LAN and monitoring system server.

These terminals and registers gather data on

machinery states and their changes in time

(working periods, downtime periods, causes of

downtime) and send accumulated data to the

server. The Dispatcher server: а) aggregates

data on equipment statuses and prepares

analysis information and reports b) automatically

calls service teams when failures or unplanned

downtime occur on machine tools, c) informs

current process details to technologists, d)

determine current load of machine tools.

As a result, top management gets real-time

reports on production efficiency, enterprise

departments that contribute to seeking better

efficiency also have the advantage to use

Dispatcher as a smart tool for decision making.
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